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Abstract 
Fort St. James has long been a one industry, forestry-based community. Throughout 
the years, Fort St. James has always been able to ride out the stmms and survive economic 
downturns. However, the storm created by the Mountain Pine Beetle epidemic has severely 
impacted the forest industry and its reliant communities. The evidence can be seen in the Fort 
St. James community, with two mill closures, which in turn resulted in an increasing number 
of business closures, home foreclosures, and boarded-up buildings. The parking lots that 
were once filled are now empty. It has been estimated that half of our workforce is currently 
unemployed. People are now forced to seek work outside of the community in order to 
support their families, or the whole family is relocating outside of Fmt St. James. 
Over the years, the swings in the economy or industry have substantially impacted 
various communities within Canada. However, many of these communities have rebounded 
successfully. The World Tourism Organization (UNWTO) website www.unwto.org indicated 
the tourism sector has been more resistant to the economic downturn than other sectors. In 
fact, the UNWTO believes that international tourism will almost double by 2020. Overnight 
travel from overseas countries reached a high of 4.5 million trips in 2008, up 2.1% from 
2007. This was the fifth consecutive increase in overseas travel to Canada. Since falling 
16.0% in 2003, overnight travel from overseas countries has increased 41.0% (Ministry of 
Industry 2009, 8). 
These growing numbers provide pressure for all communities within B.C. to 
strategize to try to acquire a piece of the tourism market. According to BC Stats, British 
Columbia's tourism industry accounted for approximately $6.6 billion of its GOP in 2008 
(BC Statistics). These figures are promising for communities such as Fort St. James 
beginning to position themselves within the tourism industry. 
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This project examined the current resources and evaluated trends available within the 
tourism industry in Canada, BC, Nechako Bulkley Region, and Fort St. James. This project 
involved interviews with several communities and their tourism/marketing strategies that 
were put into place at the time of an economic downturn. The examination of these strategies 
has provided a stronger strategic approach while developing the preliminary foundation of 
recommendations for a tourism strategy for Fort St. James BC. 
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Introduction 
Fort St. James is a place where adventures never cease, regardless of the season. The 
town sits on the East side of the 70km Stuart Lake and is the gateway to a large network of 
backcountry lakes such as the Nation Lakes. Within all seasons, there is something to see and 
do. In the spring and summer, fishing and 
I -
camping are the favorites for tourists and -.... 
locals. The Fall brings many hunters to the 
--region, and in the Winter, Murray Ridge ski - -... .... -- .., - •flltjtJ~~~t~ .... \,~ L.-1 
t · ~ "-....... ---- -hill is popular for downhill skiers and 
snowboarders, Nordic skiers, and snowshoers. 
Fort St. James has long been a one 
industry, forestry-based community. Figure 1: Map of B.C. 
Throughout the years, Fort St. James has always been able to ride out the storms and survive 
economic downturns. However, the storm created by the Mountain Pine Beetle epidemic has 
severely impacted the forest industry and its reliant communities. The evidence can be seen 
in the Fort St. James community, with two mill closures, which in tum have impacted Fort 
St. James and resulted in an increasing number of business closures, home foreclosures, and 
boarded-up buildings. The parking lots that were once filled are now empty. It has been 
estimated that half of our workforce is currently unemployed. People are now forced to seek 
work outside of the community in order to support their families, or the whole family is 
relocating outside of Fort St. James. The Ministry of Forest and Range (MoFR), estimates the 
non-recoverable losses within the Fort St. James District may be between 15 to 36 million 
cubic metres of timber or fibre by 2015, which is equivalent to 375,000 to 900,000 logging 
trucks (Kerr 2009, 8). In addition to the pine beetle devastation, Fort St. James has been 
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impacted by the changes in the provincial government's support of social services. For 
example, the reduction of agencies that deal with the mentally ill has increased the street 
populations of vagrants and impacted downtown cores throughout B.C. Fort St. James does 
not have supportive resources and infrastructure to deal with the additional social issues. 
Therefore, Fort St. James must look for alternative ways to sustain the town's 
economy. One of these alternatives may be tourism. Over the years, the downturn in the 
economy or loss of an industry has substantially impacted various communities within 
Canada. Many communities have rebounded successfully. Was this due to the fact they 
developed strategies to focus on tourism and marketing the community? Is this an option for 
Fort St. James? 
Objective 
The objective of this paper is based on a three-phased approach: 
1) This literature review consists of an overview of resources available and an 
evaluation of trends in the tourism industry within Canada, B.C., and the Nechako 
Bulkley Region (Fort St. James area), trip motivators within Canada and BC, and 
demographics of the BC tourist. 
2) Analysis of a potential tourism industry within Fort St. James. 
3) Provide foundational recommendations for Fort St. James to develop a 
Tourism/Marketing Strategy. These recommendations will consider other comparable 
communities and their marketing strategies based upon interviews with professionals 
within tourism in other communities, and the literature review. In addition, these 
recommendations will provide an implementation plan. 
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Literature Review 
There is extensive research performed in Canada in relation to tourism on a yearly 
basis. This literature review consists of an overview of research and resources available 
within the Canadian tourism industry, tourism in the Nechako Bulkley Region, trip 
motivators for tourists who travel within Canada and BC, and the demographics of the BC 
tourist. The following is the outline of the literature review: 
• Canadian Tourism 
• BC Tourism 
• Trip Motivators for Tourists who come to Canada and BC 
• Demographics of the BC Tourist 
Canadian Tourism 
The Canadian Tourism Commission (CTC) http://en-corporate.canada.travel/ is a 
federal body that provides current research and statistics pertaining to the tourism industry. It 
provides information such as consumer interests, branding, and emerging markets. CTC 
promotes Canada within 12 countries: Australia, Brazil, Canada, China, France, Germany, 
India, Japan, South Korea, Mexico, UK, and the US. Many resources are available on the 
CTC website providing a range of support through toolkits, funding information, and 
marketing information to those in the tourism industry, and those entering the industry. 
According to the CTC, tourism spending in Canada in 2008 had increased 5.5% 
compared to 2007 (CTC 2008, 1). This website contains statistics and information on trends 
that Fort St. James needs to be cognisant of when marketing the community internationally. 
India is an emerging market for Canada, while UK remained the top overseas market 
representing 31.9% of travelers to Canada. US overnight leisure is still Canada's strongest 
market, representing 62.2% of all travelers to Canada in 2008 (CTC 2008, 6). Interestingly, 
according to the CTC (2008, 6), the Northwest Territories increased in popularity for US 
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travelers by 26.4 percent, which means that dependent on the form of travel and highway 
chosen, these travelers may be a target audience within the Fort St. James marketing strategy. 
Based on the majority of statistical information, the preferred destinations in Canada 
seem to fluctuate between Ontario, Quebec and British Columbia. In 2008, the CTC released 
their Year in Review, which indicated that British Columbia was the preferred destination 
within Canada for travelers from China, Australia, and South Korea (CTC 2008). 
For tourists, the CTC website provides them with a high-level view of what they can 
do in Canada, mostly commenting on the larger cities. What this website does not provide is 
information on communities such as Fort St. James. However, it does provide a link to the 
"Hello BC" website, which provides that detailed information. 
BC Tourism 
Hello BC (Tourism BC) website www.hellobc.com is for tourists or travelers in BC to 
obtain information on specific communities. Fort St. James has several pages of information 
including a map and links to the Fort St. James District website and a link to the 
www.fortstjames.com website. 
Tourism B.C.'s corporate site www.tourismbc.com provides industry programs and 
research by region for tourism. They have just released their January 2010, Northern British 
Columbia Regional Profile - Building Tourism with Insight, which provides an overview of 
the current trends, accommodation indicators, and general travel indicators. The regional 
profile discusses the region generally and specifically Prince George, Smithers, and Prince 
Rupert. Although Fort St. James is classified under this region, the profile does not comment 
on the smaller communities except to discuss room revenue in the Bulkley-Nechako region. 
Fort St. James is within the Regional District of Bulkley-Nechako. The Regional 
District has just created a Regional Tourism brochure, which highlights each of the 
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communities within the regwn including Fort St. James. The website www.rdbn.bc.ca 
provides information on the opportunities for economic development within the region and 
provides a link to the Fort St. James District website and the 2007 Community Profile. 
BC Stats releases a monthly Tourism Sector Monitor, which highlights various 
regions within BC. In the November 2007 issue, it stated the Nechako region is a well-liked 
destination for fishing and hunting, and that close to one-third of accommodations are lodges 
(Dobinson, 2007, 5). Still, the region has the fewest number of accommodation properties 
within the province (3 % of the total province) and does not have a large enough tourism 
market to validate investments in hotel properties. This is because the proportion of revenues 
generated by hotels (30%) is significantly lower than the provincial average (6). These are 
interesting statistics, as Fort St. James does not have enough rooms in the winter months to 
support local programs such as hockey tournaments . Therefore, in order to create a tourism 
infrastructure, Fort St. James may have to solicit hotels or other types of accommodation to 
choose Fort St. James as their place to invest. 
The Tourism Sector Monitor also states that the Nechako region is a relatively small 
participant in BC's tourism sector; as a result, fluctuations in Nechako region revenues do 
not generally parallel the overall provincial trend (5). Fort St. James must be conscious of 
this when looking at the overall B.C. trends and comparing these provincial stats with our 
own community statistics. It would be in Fort St. James ' best interest to compile community 
visitor statistics to accurately analyze the data and determine strategies accordingly. 
Another source for research and publications is the Tourism Research Innovation 
Project, www.trip-project.ca, whose main objective is to enhance rural tourism in BC. This 
website provides case studies, reports, how-to manuals, and web links. The last additions to 
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the website occurred in 2008; however, the information on community signage, surveying 
visitors, and the case studies may provide insight dependent on the choices made by the Fort 
St. James Tourism Development Committee. 
Aboriginal1'ourism 
According to the Aboriginal Tourism Blueprint Strategy in 2005, developed and 
located on the www.aboriginalbc.com website by the Aboriginal Tourism Association of 
British Columbia (ATBC), the majority of the 90 aboriginal tourism businesses in B.C. are 
on Vancouver Island or in Northern B.C. Aboriginal tourism is continuing to gain in 
popularity and First Nation history is one of the main reasons people visit the Fort St. James 
Historic Site (Grill B. 2010 Personal Interview). 
Aboriginal Tourism is a topic that requires extensive research and is only briefly 
discussed in this project due to limitation of size. Fort St. James is fortunate to have a rich 
First Nation history. However, partnership and collaboration for tourism initiatives within the 
community has been limited. This partnership is critical; and Fort St. James must strongly 
consider relationships with the First Nation groups on this tourism strategy as they can 
provide insight and support. Once the organizational infrastructure is developed as outlined 
in the recommendations, Aboriginal Tourism for this area should be jointly researched and 
strategized by the community of Fort St. James, the Historic Site, and the surrounding First 
Nations. 
Demographics of the BC Tourist 
The Canadian Travelers to British Columbia study showed that the majority of 
travelers who travel to BC, come from Alberta (61.4%) and Saskatchewan (36.7%) (2009, 5). 
The US Travelers to British Columbia study showed that the majority of US travelers who 
travel to BC, come from Alaska (25.6%) and Washington State (34%) (2009, 5). The 
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majority of these travelers were over 45 years of age, married, and without dependent 
children (7). According to the Ministry of Industry, the US is also considered a primary 
market for tourism in BC. In 2008, overnight travel from the United States declined for the 
fourth consecutive year, falling 6.5% to 12.5 million trips, the lowest level since 1993 (2009, 
6). The economic downturn in the United States likely contributed to decline in 2008 (8). 
Therefore, when the economy increases in the United States these statistics will also increase. 
As mentioned, Tourism BC has published four Value of the Visitor Information 
Centre (VIC) Reports from Prince George (2004), Smithers (2005), Prince Rupert (2007), 
and Queen Charlotte City (2002). The Prince George VIC report (2005) referred to the fact 
that 53% of the visitors that came to their visitor information centre were 35 to 65 years of 
age. Within Canada, the majority of visitors were from Alberta and internationally the 
majority were from Germany. This is also supported by the research performed by the 
Historic Park in Fort St. James, which is discussed within the background section in the 
paper, which also indicated the majority of visitors in Canada come from Alberta and 
internationally from Germany. 
One year later in the Smithers 2005 VIC report, indicated that the visitors ranged in 
age from 35 to 65 years within Canada, were equally from Alberta and Ontario, and 
internationally came from the UK, Germany, and Netherlands. 
These VIC reports were derived from questionnaires and comments provided to the 
Visitor Information Centers, similar comments within both of these reports discuss their 
planned trip to travel along Highway 16 to Prince Rupert. Therefore, Fort St. James needs to 
market to these travelers travelling along Highway 16, and provide a reason to turn up 
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Highway 27 for a day or two. Unfortunately, very little research specifically pertains to Fort 
St. James area and no research (including locally) has been performed since 2005 . 
In January 2009, Tourism BC's Research and Planning Department released two 
papers called Travel Activities and Motivations of U.S. Residents: Resident Profile -
American Travelers to British Columbia and Travel Activities and Motivations of Canadian 
Residents: Resident Profile - Canadian Travelers to British Columbia. Both of these papers 
are a synopses derived from the 2006 Travel Activities and Motivations Survey of Canadian 
Residents and US Residents. These profiles stated that the average domestic (Canadian) 
travelers is 18-24 or over 64 years of age, married and without dependent children and the 
average US traveler is 45 years of age or older, married and without dependent children. 
Top Motivators for Tourists who come to Canada and BC 
When developing a tourism strategy, Fort St. James must stay current with statistics 
and research on what motivates tourists and visitors to visit locations within Canada. New 
technology and global challenges may influence and change these trends. Therefore, Fort St. 
James must develop and align their strategies to reflect this information; however, the 
marketing strategy must be a living document that changes yearly. 
The 2006 Travel Activities and Motivations Survey (TAMS), examined the "the 
recreational activities and travel habits of Canadians and Americans over a two-year period 
(2004 and 2005), ... (providing) ... detailed information on travelers' activities, travel 
motivators, places visited, type of accommodation used, their impressions of Canada, 
demographics and media consumption patterns" (2007, 6). Appendix I provides a 
comparison of the TAMS survey collected by US and Canadian travelers that is relevant to 
Fort St. James. 
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This information can be used to assist m the decision-making processes and 
development of the Fort St. James tourism strategy. The survey provides research about 
travel motivators, marketing media used to make decisions, and travel destinations and 
activities. This survey indicated the following information that is pertinent to Fort St. James: 
• 81 % of Canadian travelers use the Internet to determine travel destinations. When it 
comes to marketing via websites, Canadians are , more likely to use the website of a 
hotel or resort, which is contrary to US travelers, who will use the community's local 
website. 
• Canadian Travelers used websites that pertained to weather, travel, entertainment, and 
health. 87% of Canadian travelers read the newspaper. 45% of Canadian travelers 
read the travel section of a daily newspaper. The top magazines read are 
entertainment and music magazines, such as People, TV Guide, Readers Digest, and 
Food and Cooking. All Canadian travelers listen to the radio on a regular basis, which 
makes this medium important from a marketing perspective. 
(Source TAMS May 2007) 
Travel Activities and Motivations of Canadian Residents: Resident Profile -
Canadian Travelers to British Columbia states that US and Canadian Travelers both select 
their destination by starting out with a desired destination in mind and then consider specific 
activities within the destination area. For trip planning specifically to BC, internet websites, 
past experiences, and word of mouth are the top three information sources consulted (TAMS 
2007). As mentioned previously, the majority of the travelers use the Internet to book part or 
all of their trips and uses a website of a hotel, resort or airline to book and plan their entire 
trip. 
The TAMS survey also stated that 43.4% of domestic travellers (all Canadians) 
visited a historical site, museum or art gallery. Of those domestic travellers, 29.4% planned 
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their trip around a visit to a historic site, museum or art gallery. The survey also suggested a 
correlation between those that frequented the above sites and those individuals active in 
nature based outdoor activities. Fort St. James has the capability to provide both experiences 
to tourists . 
Summary 
Based on the information and statistics provided, Tourism in Canada is increasing. 
There is also an increase in tourism spending within Canada of which B.C. is within the top 
three preferred destinations. US travelers are Canada's strongest market and there is an 
increase of US travelers driving up through BC to the Northwest Territories. Prince George, 
Smithers and some Fort St. James statistics provide evidence that the majority of the regions 
visitors are domestically from Alberta and internationally (aside from US) from Germany. 
The demographics of these visitors were around 35-65 years of age, and married with 
no dependent children. These stats are supported by the Historic Site surveys, TAMS/BC trip 
motivators, and the Value of the Visitor Information Centre reports. The top trip motivators 
for travelers (domestic or from the US) within Canada and BC were shopping and dining, 
visiting historical sites, wildlife viewing and outdoor activities. The main media forms used 
by Canadian and US travelers were Internet, newspapers, and radio. At this time, the author 
was unable to find surveys conducted to determine and analyze trip motivators for the 
International travelers within Canada. 
This secondary research has provided valuable information on the opportunities that 
may guide this tourism strategy. Further insight into the opportunities for Fort St. James may 
be gained through primary research that is directly relevant to the circumstances confronting 
Fort St. James. 
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Method 
The methods of research used for this paper include: 
1. Research of Fort St. James current marketing situation; which includes a background of 
current marketing literature, current marketing tools, and projected marketing tools 
within Fort St. James, 
2. Situational analysis, will analyze what Fort St. James has to offer, specifically the 
Historic Site, the Visitor Information Centre, and Local Amenities. The Situational 
analysis also includes a SWOT analysis, which summarizes the strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities, and threats pertaining to the tourism industry within Fort St. James. 
3. Interviews with professionals affiliated to the tourism/marketing from comparable 
communities. The comparable communities were chosen based on the following 
parameters: Communities within that are 10,000 in population or less and considered 
rural; and have been impacted by a business or industry closure. 
Authorization was requested from the UNBC Research and Ethics Board (REB) prior 
to any interviews being conducted and only participants who willingly consented were 
interviewed. Based on the findings of the literature review, situational analysis and the 
interviews, this project will formulate a tourism strategy and make recommendations for 
implementation. 
Eleven communities were contacted for interviews, and six responded (including Fort 
St. James). The individuals interviewed for this project were chosen due to their professional 
connections within the communities they represented. The list is as follows: 
Community 
lfort St. James 
Fort St. James 
Gold River 
Name 
DebHadwen 
Bob Grill 
Larry Plourde 
Profession 
Economic DeveloQment Officer ~ J 
Manager of the Fort St. James Historic 
Site 
Chief Administrative Officer 1 
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Ray Proulx 
Calvin Graf 
Nelson Robert Inwood 
I MacKenzie KerriBoume 
Fort St. James Tourism Strategy 
Economic Develo ment Officer 
Past Mayor of Smithers 
Cmrent Ma or of Telkwa 
Business: Mane Street Consulting 
(downtown revitalization strategies) 
Community Liaison for marketing 
design and improvements within 
Nelson. 
Tourism and Event&"Manag'e[' 
Fort St. James is still in the preliminary stages of creating the infrastructure to be a 
tourism-based community. Therefore, this project will develop a foundational platform of 
recommendations that can be used to begin discussion and partnerships within the 
community. 
Background 
Current Marketing Literature Developed within Fort St. James 
Between 2007 and 2009, the District of Fort St. James and the Chamber of Commerce 
both received funding to research, develop and implement marketing tools such as a tourism 
brochure. In 2007, the District of Fort St. James hired Community Tourism Planning and 
Design to consider and recommend ways to increase visitation, and ways to provide 
incentives to further explore Fort St. James by those who visit the Historic Site and other 
campgrounds in the area (Kelly 2007, 1). This project was funded by the Union of British 
Columbia Municipalities. The Community Tourism Development Plan by Michael Kelly has 
indicated that Fort St. James is positioned well to develop their tourism economy but the 
community is not a market-ready tourism destination. As a result of this study, the Chamber 
of Commerce in partnership with the District applied and received funding from Western 
Economic Diversification Fund and Northern Development Trust Initiative (NDIT) to begin 
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a downtown revitalization project in Fort St. James. This project has the funding to support 
the 36 businesses with refurbishing their storefront providing a consistent theme for the 
downtown core. This project will be completed by October 31, 2010. 
In September 2008, Fort St. James District received a grant from NDIT, which 
contracted Information Matters to develop the first tourism booklet. This booklet was 
completed in January 2009. As well, in September 2008, Concept Designs was hired to 
implement and complete a Branding and Logo process (funded by Union of BC 
Municipalities under tourism) and a Growth Opportunity Marketing Plan (funded by Western 
Economic Diversification Fund) for the community. The Growth Opportunity Marketing 
plan developed by Concept Designs and completed on March 20, 2009 and was comprised of 
a document to assist Council, the Economic Development Officer, local groups, and residents 
in developing an economic growth plan that resonates with the community vision, the official 
community plan, and the predominant market conditions. However, this Growth Opportunity 
Plan did not identify marketing details and plans, which many were hoping for. 
In March 2009, the Trees to Tractors project developed an agricultural action plan for 
Fort St. James. This project assessed the feasibility of expanding the agricultural sector as a 
component of economic diversification in the Fort St. James area and was funded by Western 
Economic Diversification Fund. Agricultural tourism was suggested within the report as a 
possibility; however, the infrastructure and support for these farmers to pursue this option is 
not yet available. 
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Current Marketing Tools Developed by the District of Fort St. James 
The following is a list of the current and projected marketing tools. Although the 
District of Fort St. James has developed the majority of the list, the projected marketing tools 
may provide for possible partnerships. 
• Website (ongoing) 
• Tourism Booklet (completed 2009) 
• New Branding "Historic and Resourceful!" (completed 2009) 
• New Logo (completed 2009) 
• Banners within town stating "A Great Place to Be" 
• New tradeshow display - a multi functional display 
depicting our main economic drivers and portraying 
• 
our most popular seasonal activities. 
New write up on the Hello BC 
www .hellobc.com 
website -
FORT STJAMES 
DISTRICT 
• Annual Report for Fort St. James: focused on the 
overaJI objective of improving the tourism profile of the Stuart Lake area. 
Projected Marketing Tools (2010/2011) 
• Business Directory 
• Revised Tourism Booklet 
• Local Map 
• Highway signs in town and out of town to direct visitors to attractions 
• Advertising campaign to market the area by placing ads in suitable publications 
Situational Analysis - So What Does Fort St. James Have to Offer? 
Fort St. James Historic Park 
One of Fort St. James major assets is the Fort St. James National Historic Site 
(Historic Site), an internationally recognized attraction, located within the community. The 
Historic Site is federally owned and operated by Parks Canada and is open only from mid-
May to the end of September each year. In 2002 and 2005, the Historic Site conducted visitor 
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surveys. The Social Science Unit of the Western & Northern Service Centre gathered these 
statistics for the purpose Parks Canada's operational and planning decisions. In the last few 
years, Parks Canada has seen a decline in the usage of their Parks across Canada and are 
faced with the possibility of closing underutilized parks (Grill B. 2010 Personal Interview). 
This decline is evident at the Fort St. James Historic Site. The total yearly visitors are as 
follows: 
Table 1: Historic Sites Total Number of Yearly Visitors from 2005-2009 
Historic Sites Total Yearly Visitors 
Iii Historic Sites Total Yearly Visitors 
19717 18673 
2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
This year, Parks Canada has requested the Historic Site increase their visitors by 10% 
and 5% every subsequent year (Grill, B. 2010 Personal Interview). If the visitors to the 
Historic Site continue to decrease and Parks Canada closes or limits the season of the site, 
these operational decisions will impact the community of Fort St. James's ability to attract 
these visitors into downtown core. 
How to attract visitors to the downtown core has been an issue within the community 
for years. Due to location of the Fort within the community, many of these visitors come to 
the Historical Park and then leave the same day never entering downtown Fort St. James. In a 
2005 visitor survey, 30% of the visitors said they would do something else in the area. It was 
also estimated that this number is approximate to those that actually enter the town. 
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Fort St. James has many other heritage attractions, which commemorate vanous 
aspects of local history. In addition to these listed attractions, Fort St. James is working on 
finalizing the commemoration for two figures of National Historical significance: Father 
Morice and Chief Kwah. Currently, these attractions hold local and regional significance (see 
table below). 
Table 2: Attractions that Hold Local and Regional Significance within Fort St. James. 
Name Significance 
Our Lady of Good Hope Roman Catholic Church Third oldest church in British Columbia 
----------------~~~--~------------~----~~--~~ Russ Baker Memorial Played a key role in opening up the North for 
Junkers Floatplane Replica 
Spirit Square 
Anglican Church and the Hudson Bay Cemetery 
exploration by the use of aviation 
Replica of the plane used by Russ Baker and others 
within the area 
21 pictographs are scattered along the rocks of Stuart 
Lake, one of which is Simon Fraser's signature 
Estonian Heritage 
Many men from the fort are buried here. Peter Odgeon 
is buried here. 
The Historic Site conducts their own surveys and results (see Appendix II) and based 
on their findings develops their own marketing plan each year; however, this plan/strategy is 
not formalized. At this time, there is limited collaboration for marketing between the Historic 
Site, the Chamber of Commerce, the District or any other tourist-oriented facility or business. 
However, some of the research developed and obtained by the Historic Site would be useful 
to the community to ensure that the community is targeting the proper markets. 
Internationally the Historic Site does not do any promotion in Europe, the only time 
Parks Canada has any presence in Europe is at an annual tradeshow for travel companies. 
Yet, the Historic Site is mentioned in many European publications and the Historic Park is 
spread by word of mouth between the bus tours (Grill, B. 2010 Personal Interview). 
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This year, as a pilot project Parks Canada has purchased statistical information from 
Prism Marketing, which clusters statistics based on postal codes. If available, the Historic 
Site should be able to utilize this information to create a stronger marketing strategy and 
campaign. Due to the decline of visitors and the pressures to meet certain targets, the Historic 
Site is going to be handing out flyers in Prince George, increasing their events, opening a 
room in the Fort as a Bed and Breakfast, and opening a cafe on site. They have also 
completed a short video to be placed on YouTube and will be utilizing Internet sites such as 
Trip Advisor and Facebook to promote the site (Grill, B. 2010 Personal Interview). 
The Visitor Information Centre in Fort St. James 
Fort St. James has a year-round visitor information centre. It is written policy of the 
District of Fort St. James and the Fort St. James Chamber of Commerce to promote tourism 
within the area. As part of this agreement, the Chamber of Commerce operates the Visitor 
Information Center located on Highway 27 as tourists enter the municipal boundaries of the 
town. 
In 2005 , the Historic Site recorded 19,717 visitors, while the Visitor Information 
Centre recorded 3,852. Currently, there is no rationale of why there is such a significant 
difference between visitor counts. Several assumptions include: The visitors are not 
interested in the community just the Historic Site, visitors are getting enough information at 
the Site to skip going to the Visitor Information Centre. From 2005 to 2009 the Historic site 
has seen a 50% decrease in visitors while the Visitor Information Centre has seen an overall 
10.4% decrease in visitors accessing the centre. 
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Table 3: Comparison of Visitor Counts between the Historic Site and the Visitor 
Information Centre. 
Visitor Counts (Historic Site and the Visitor Information Centre) 
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The location of the Visitor Information Center has been a source of debate for many 
years. There are some issues with public access to the Visitor Information Center, as you 
cannot drive into the parking lot of the VIC from the road that the Historic Site is located. 
You have to enter from Highway 27 crossing southbound traffic and there is limited parking 
for RV's and larger vehicles. 
Local Amenities 
Attached in Appendix III is an outline of how and where local amenities and events 
currently market themselves. 
Murray Ridge - Downhill Skiing or Snowboarding 
One of Fort St. James best kept secrets is the Murray Ridge ski hill and is known for 
having the longest T-bar in North America. Murray Ridge offers 30km of major alpine runs 
with a vertical drop of I 740ft and a base elevation of 2300ft. This is a locally run, family-
oriented hill and is excellent for all levels of skiers and riders. Murray Ridge has a total of 22 
runs, which is 18% of the total runs within Northern BC (Murray Ridge, Powder King, 
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Purden, Shames, Smithers, and Tabor) (NBCTA 2007, 5). Murray Ridge also offers 20km of 
groomed and track set cross-country trails. A 3.7 km lighted loop and warm up building is 
located at the cross-country facility. 
Golf Course 
This par three golf course is a community run facility with a view of Stuart Lake. The 
golf course is one of the recreational amenities within the community that lacks publicity. 
Festivals/Events 
Fort St. James has many festivals and events; however, there are many opportunities 
to further promote these events and the community. Fort St. James has the opportunity to 
ensure these events are supported by the community and businesses by providing packages of 
information on accommodation, dining and other events that may be of interest during their 
stay. Another aspect that needs support is the amenities in Fort St. James. How can the 
community support tourists if they do not have the infrastructure in place. At this time, Fort 
St. James has five approved accommodations that are utilized year round: Pitka Bay Resort, 
Chundoo Motor Inn, New Caledonia Motel, Stuart Lodge, and Rivers Edge Bed and 
Breakfast. The total occupancy available in the winter is 172 and in the summer are 208. 
In the summer, Fort St. James can handle a larger influx of tourists due to the local 
campgrounds. There are four campgrounds Stuart River campground, Sowchea Bay 
campground, Cottonwood Park campground and Paarens Beach Provincial Campground. It 
should be noted that all campsites except the sites at Cottonwood Park are located on the 
South of the town; therefore, those camping at these sites may never enter Fort St. James. 
Aside from our two grocery stores (Overwaitea, and Sanaaih Market), Fort St. James 
has 17 locations to get food (15 restaurants and two gas stations/take out locations). All 
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locations offer takeout services. However, there is limited access to fine dining and dinner 
locations within Fort St. James and even many local residents will travel to other 
communities for dinner. 
SWOT Analysis 
The SWOT Analysis was developed from the above research and the author's own 
perceptions based on living and working in this community for 2 years, and being a member 
of community organizations, including the Chamber of Commerce (currently Vice-
President). This SWOT is only to be used as a guideline and should be continually changed 
and updated to ensure all aspects of the community's current situations are reflected. A 
SWOT provides internal and external factors that affect the overall objective. In the case of 
Fort St. James, the community's objective is to increase their position within the tourism 
industry. The SWOT was created with that objective in mind (Appendix IV). 
Highlights of the SWOT indicate Fort St. James has the natural surroundings and 
activities to attract visitors but unless a foundation of individuals with a common goal is in 
place to implement strategies, the strategies cannot be successful or sustainable. Several 
organizational recommendations are outlined as a starting point for the community. A 
summary of the SWOT is as follows under the headings: Product Situation, Competitive 
Situation and Environmental Factors and Opportunities. 
Product Situation 
Fort St. James has an opportunity to play a key role within tourism. The community is 
fortunate to have key ingredients for success: Scenery, strong sense of community, a 
recreational playground, a place to rest and relax, and historical landmarks. All of these 
factors are a draw for tourists, based on the trip motivators for Canada and specifically B.C. 
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Competitive Situation 
Fort St. James has one of the largest lakes within the Bulkley-Nechako area, and 
provides a range of outdoor adventure. The community has a long history, and is home to the 
Fort St. James Historic Site. However, once one enters the downtown core, the romantic 
image of historical Fort St. James disappears. The boarded-up buildings and lack of 
amenities are all factors that drive tourists back to the main centres. Fort St. James cannot 
compete with Prince George and its shopping and dining experiences, or Smithers with its 
arts and culture. So, how can Fort St. James attract and retain visitors in the community? 
What can Fort St. James provide a visitor that gives them a unique experience or adventure? 
What is Fort St. James niche? 
It should be mentioned that with the Mount Milligan Mine being developed between 
Mackenzie and Fort St. James, the road between the two communities will be partially paved. 
The creation of this connector road for travellers, may draw more tourists into the area; 
however, dependant on where the tourists are travelling, Mackenzie may be considered a 
competitor. Although this may be another source of competition, there is also an opportunity 
to promote a circle tour, which would draw those travelling to the Northwest Territories to 
Fort St. James and then up through Mackenzie to the Alaskan Highway. 
Environmental Factors 
Additional factors need to be considered when implementing this plan. The economic 
uncertainties and lack of government funding which supports these types of initiatives may 
cause some delay in implementing many of the recommendations. However, the community 
must prioritize and not lose sight of its strategies even if they are slow to implement. Lack of 
resources within the main members of the committee involved within Tourism/Marketing 
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will also impede implementation of the recommendations; however, partnerships must be 
established to decrease the impact of this factor. This strategic partnership must include and 
be supported by the main players in tourism: Historic Park, Chamber of Commerce, 
Nak'azdli First Nation, and the Municipality and Regional District. This partnership must 
also address the social and safety concerns that are perceived by tourists as issues. The 
increase of tourism within the area can also create several challenges such as an increase in 
loitering, crime, and environmental issues. This Tourism strategy must consider these 
challenges. 
Another factor that restrains Fort St. James from competing with the surrounding 
communities is the delay and lack of current technology. Many parts of the community have 
limited access to affordable and reliable cell coverage and high speed Internet. In our 
technologically connected world, the need to continually check emails and communicate via 
cell phone is imperative even while on vacation lounging at a cabin on the lake. 
Opportunities 
Many opportunities have presented themselves to Fort St. James. Currently, Fort St. 
James has received $1.4 million in funding to improve the fac;ade of the downtown core. The 
community has been analysing the development of walking trails, initiatives to draw the 
visitors from the Historic Park to the downtown, ways to improve the service of the local 
businesses, and support them through these times. Plans for the local community centre have 
been developed and will be implemented in the next year. 
Although these may be perceived as huge opportunities for Fort St. James the main 
opportunities that presents itself is the aspect of strategic partnerships and marketing. 
Partnerships will strengthen these initiatives and provide a sense of unity to the community. 
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This needs to be considered when implementing projects. Marketing the community has to be 
implemented strategically and now that there is a brand and logo for the community (as 
mentioned above), Fmt St. James as a community should be promoting itself as a unified 
community with the same message, for all events, services and amenities. 
Research of Comparable Communities 
Over the years, various communities within B.C. have been impacted by a downturn 
in their community's economy. Many of these communities have lost their major industry 
and have had to regroup themselves and market in other ways. This project interviewed 
communities comparable to Fort St. James. The comparable communities were chosen based 
on the following parameters: Communities within B.C. that are 10,000 in population or less, 
considered rural, and have been impacted by a business or industry closure. The communities 
that were interviewed for this project are Gold River, Mackenzie, Nelson, Telkwa, and 
Tumbler Ridge. 
GoJd River 
In 1999, Bowater Inc., closed their pulp mill in Gold River B.C, leaving 
approximately 400 without employment. The effects of this mill closure were evident in the 
changes in unemployment within the 1996 and 2001 census. In 1996, the unemployment rate 
was 7.5% and in 2001, the unemployment rate was recorded at 18.2%. At this time, in 2001, 
the provincial average was 8.5%. The population in 1996 was 2041 and in 2001 1359, a 
population decrease of 33.4% (Statistics Canada). 
As a result of the closures, in 1998, Gold River established an economic committee 
and strategy for the community. This committee lasted two years. Due to a change in village 
council and lack of resources, the committee was dismantled. Since then, the economic 
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strategy have been reviewed by council on an annual basis during their budget planning 
meeting to determine which of the economic strategies should take priority. 
When engaged the economic committee went to trade shows, ran ads within 
magazines; however, Gold River did not see any noticeable difference m the number of 
visitors to the area. Aside from the work of the committee, no marketing strategy was 
developed. The community does continue to have a local website and advertises locally and 
regionally. 
One of the main barriers identified pertaining to Gold River, is that it is at the end of 
the road and off the main highway. Most visitors who come to Gold River have already 
stopped in the previous towns to get their supplies and are on their way to go fishing and 
camping. In addition, Strathcona Provincial Park is located 30 minutes prior to entering Gold 
River. Many tourists enjoy the park, tum around and never enter the community. 
The barriers that Gold River faces are those similar to Fort St. James. The small 
businesses do not have the means to promote themselves, and the council is trying to pay for 
infrastructure, such as filling potholes and fixing light posts and does not have the budget for 
promotion. Community capacity, lack of resources, economic uncertainty, and remoteness of 
the community all were acknowledged as barriers for the community to become a tourist 
destination. 
On the positive side, Gold River has been supporting new industry within the 
community, which has resulted in a variety of successes: A value added cedar mill, farm fish 
hatchery, and community forest. Most recently, a US company has been interested in the area 
for a waste to energy plant. Council has also come full circle and has requested the Economic 
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Committee be re-established to promote business investments (Plourde L. 2010 Personal 
Interview). 
MacKenzie 
Since 2007, the home of the world's largest tree crusher, Mackenzie, has had mill 
closures resulting in a loss of approximately 1000 jobs. The community of Mackenzie is still 
trying to bounce back. 
At this time, the community does not have a formal marketing strategy, yet they do 
have a "Tourism Development in Mackenzie" report published by the Tourism Research 
Innovation Project. The community markets itself through various magazines (RV West, 
Snowriders), television, newspapers, tradeshows, and new billboards that are located two 
hours Notth and South of the community. The community has a visitor information centre 
that is strategically located 29 km from the community on Highway 97. The visitor 
information centre promotes Mackenzie providing visitors a reason to tum off the main 
highway. 
Mackenzie measures the success of its marketing by surveying visitors, and having 
the community keeping a count on visitors within their establishments. One recent finding 
was that while the visitor information centre counts had decreased, the visitation within the 
community had increased. (Bourne, K. 2010 Personal Interview) 
Nelson 
On November 181h 1982, Kootenay Forest Products, closed in Nelson B.C. 
Unemployment was high and the community needed to change their strategy. At this time, 
funding was available for downtown revitalization projects; Mane Street Consulting was 
hired and implemented the downtown revitalization strategy for Nelson BC. This company is 
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owned and operated by Robett Inwood, who has also been hired for the Fort St. James 
downtown revitalization project. Robert Inwood began the project and continues today to 
provide design advice to Council and the Chamber. The project along with the movie 
"Roxanne" being filmed there that is believed to have led to Nelson's success. In fact, the 
community still receives phone calls asking how to get to the town that was pictured in 
"Roxanne". Aside from the choices to change the fac;ade on the downtown core and the 
marketing involved with Mane Street Consulting, no official marketing strategy was 
designed or implemented by the community (Inwood B. 2010 Personal Interview). 
Telkwa 
The village of Telkwa is located on Highway 16, near Smithers BC. In 2006, the 
population of Telkwa was 1,295, which is a 5.5% decrease since 2001 (1,371) (Statistics 
Canada). Telkwa is a tourist destination for world-class steelhead fishing as well as hunting 
and hiking. At this time, Telkwa does not have a marketing strategy. In fact, there are many 
barriers to implementing a marketing strategy at this time. Telkwa does not yet have an 
official community plan, their bylaws are not up to date and they do not have proper mapping 
of the village. All of which makes it difficult to know what land is available. Telkwa has 
implemented a village website www.telkwa.com, which lists the reasons to visit, live and 
invest within the community. (Graf C. 2010 Personal Interview) 
Tumbler Ridge 
Beginning in 2000, Tumbler Ridge was impacted by the closure of its coalmines: 
Quintette that closed in 2000, and Bullmoose that closed in 2003. The population in 1996 
was 3775 with an unemployment rate of 4.8% and in 2001 the population was 1851, a change 
of -51 % and the unemployment rate was recorded at 10% (Statistics Canada). 
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The District of Tumbler Ridge has implemented a Tourism Development Plan, which 
includes a marketing strategy. Since December 2008, they have been working on their 
branding and positioning statement. Tumbler Ridge has taken a phased planning approach; 
the first phase was a foundation phase inclusive of logo development, and marketing 
materials. Now that the materials are developed, Tumbler Ridge will be into the second 
phase, which is an implementation phase. 
Tumbler Ridge has experienced many barriers in their development of the Tourism 
Development Plan; two of which are funding and working within a political environment 
(which is constantly changing). Another barrier was the community felt they lacked product 
and experiences, as they did not have a marketable tourist product, e.g., ski hills, or fishing. 
However, through these struggles came networking, and the Target Group who 
assisted Tumbler Ridge in many ways and connected their stories to the outside world. 
Tumbler Ridge had received monies to develop their website, which is used to monitor stats 
and collect data, and they have begun to explore their marketing advantage within social 
media. A current contest they are hosting is the Real to Reel Filming Contest, which requires 
individuals to produce a 2 - 4 minute film about Tumbler Ridge, to upload the video on 
YouTube and have the possibility of winning $500.00. 
Out of all of this, Tumbler Ridge stated the key to their success has been to be as real 
as possible, nothing too big, establish a foundation, and ensure consistency and foresight. 
When the community gets a call about an opportunity, with the established foundation, they 
will know and be ready to use this opportunity in the best interest of the community (Proulx 
R. 2010 Personal Interview). 
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Other Communities 
Although interviews were unable to be conducted within the communities of 
Chemainus, and Golden, it is worth mentioning the unique approaches to Tourism that these 
communities have taken. Similar to Fort St. James, Chemainus was a one industry based 
community. When the town's only mill closed in 1982, they turned to tourism, and the arts 
and culture. Now 400,000 visitors visit the community every year (Giele, Huber 2007). 
Although a mural project has been a suggested for the community of Fort St. James, the 
location of Chemainus on the Island Highway may contribute to the success of their 
initiative. Further research on mural projects must be considered prior to implementation of a 
project within Fort St. James . 
Golden has been fortunate to have several opportunities to play a larger role within 
tourism, such as the opening of Kicking Horse Ski Resort. The community has very 
impressive marketing materials, social media, videos, and website design. In this community, 
they have dedicated a large amount of resources to their tourism industry. They even have a 
separate marketing company (outside of the municipal government), which handles all of the 
communities marketing materials. When developing the trip planner, stay and play packages 
and social media strategy for Fort St. James, it would benefit the community to continue 
discussions with Golden. 
Findings 
It is apparent from the statistics presented that British Columbia is among the top 
three tourist destinations within Canada. Tourism spending and visitation is continually 
increasing in Canada as a whole and within BC. There is evidence that the Northwest 
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Territories and Northern Canada are also increasing in popularity. This provides Fort St. 
James and Northern BC with an opportunity to tap into this increasing tourism market. It is 
also apparent that many of the features that tourists come to see within BC are available 
within Fort St. James, specifically historical sites, natural surroundings and a place to rest 
and relax. 
The demographics of the tourists that visit BC, Northern BC and the Fort St. James 
Historic Site are 35-65 years of age depending on the information sourced. Interestingly, the 
majority of these tourists are married but without dependent kids. These tourists rely heavily 
on the Internet to determine their travel destination and usually plan their trip well in 
advance. Those who want to visit historical sites plan their trips around these visits. 
This research also identified barriers that will affect the success of the marketing 
strategy within the Fort St. James region. These barriers include the lack of infrastructure, 
funding, resources, and foundational support for the industry. Many of the communities 
interviewed have also been or currently are faced with these barriers. It is important to 
understand these barriers and develop a plan to address them. 
The majority of the communities interviewed for this project indicated that they do 
not have a formal marketing strategy at this time. What was unique about the communities 
interviewed is that all of the communities developed their own unique strategies and 
successes. However, it is important to acknowledge that one community's success story may 
not work for another. 
Fort St. James is fortunate to have engaged in a downtown revitalization similar to 
Nelson. Although Nelson was successful in attracting visitors due to their revitalization of 
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their downtown core, Fort St. James must be aware that this may be unique to the Nelson 
area. Therefore, the community of Fort St. James should also engage in a strategy for 
promoting themselves. 
The one community that had a plan (Tumbler Ridge) is an example of why a strategy 
ts important. As mentioned in the interview, Tumbler Ridge does not have the ski hills, 
fishing locations and historic park that Fort St. James is fortunate to possess. However, they 
have a group of individuals passionate about making their community a place to visit. They 
have successfully created a strategic foundation to begin implementing their tourism strategy. 
They also continue to collaborate and think outside the box especially in terms of new ways 
to communicate, such as using social media. 
Many believe that Fort St. James should just exist the way it is, but with the economic 
and social pressures, Fort St. James cannot afford to miss opportunities. So now what? First, 
as with all plans, Fort St. James needs to create a foundation prior to the implementation of 
the marketing strategy. This foundation must consist of committed resources, which will 
provide the ability to apply for funding (see Organizational Recommendation #1) . Through 
this, will evolve a support system for government, businesses, services and individuals to 
unify around the message that "Fort St. James is a Great Place to be". 
Recommendations 
The following recommendations are "high level" and will be strengthened, analyzed 
and clarified by the Tourism Development Committee. To develop a successful 
tourism/marketing strategy, it must be community-based as evident in Tumbler Ridge. To be 
successful, Fort St. James requires a group of community members to collaboratively 
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develop the strategies, policies and recommendations to ensure they are in the best interest of 
the community. In Mackenzie, they have been looking at ways to determine whether their 
marketing and advertisement is working. Local surveys and visitor counts have been able to 
assist the community in making some fundamental decisions. Part of these recommendations 
will include developing a process to track and monitor Fort St. James strategies and 
marketing options, once they are implemented. 
1. CREATION AND INCREASE PARTNERSHIPS TO WORK TOWARDS A COMMON VISION AND 
GOAL 
Currently, individuals, groups, and agencies within the community are working 
towards increasing tourism; however, there are limited partnerships and minimal, if not 
obsolete, communication between the groups. A Tourism Development Committee needs to 
be developed to enhance communication and ensure collaboration between these groups and 
individuals is strengthened. Together Fort St. James can develop a stronger, strategic 
competitive advantage. As well, creation of these partnerships will also leverage funding for 
initiatives. 
2. DEVELOP CLEAR AND WELL-DEFINED TOURISM GOALS AND STRATEGIES 
Fort St. James must establish clear and well-defined goals focusing on affordable 
strategies that will have the greatest impact for the community. The Tourism Development 
Committee will assist in attaining these goals in a strategic manner. It is through the 
identification of these strategies that Fort St. James will create a strong competitive 
advantage. 
3. BUILD A COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE THROUGH CONTINUAL RESEARCH 
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The Tourism Development Committee will provide a forum to discuss current 
tourism and marketing research, and the collection of community statistics. This knowledge 
will increase the community's capacity to develop cost-effective quality strategies, ensure 
visitor satisfaction, and maximize marketing and technology to attract visitors. 
4. DEFINING TARGET MARKETS AND POTENTIAL EMERGING MARKETS 
As noted, the current tourist that frequents the area as surveyed is a middle-aged 
married couple without dependent children. According to the research, Fort St. James can 
offer what this target group wants to experience in a visit. The Tourism Development 
Committee must research and strategize to determine if the community is limited to this 
target market. One emerging market to consider is US travellers that are visiting Northwest 
Territories via the Alaskan Highway. 
5. DELIVER THE RIGHT MARKETING PRODUCT TO THE RIGHT TARGET GROUP 
To ensure Fort St. James is positioning itself appropriately within the market, the 
Tourism Development Committee must validate the products and marketing materials to 
ensure that they are evaluated, tested and effective. This process may include focus groups 
and surveys. It is important to test new markets prior to spending a large amount of resources 
on marketing that does not work. This testing will also include a procedure to track and 
measure successful and unsuccessful products and services. 
6. DEVELOP WAYS TO CREATE YEAR ROUND EXPERIENCES AND EXPLOIT OUR 
STRENGTHS 
One part of this recommendation is the research and development of marketing 
materials to engage the target markets. The other is to ensure that visitors leave our 
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community with a positive experience that will either bring them back to the area, or that 
their positive experience will be spread through word of mouth enticing others to visit. This 
also includes a strategy to entice visitors to stay longer. 
7. IMPROVE FORT ST. JAMES POSITIONING WITHIN THE MARKETS, INCREASE 
AWARENESS, AND BRAND RECOGNITION 
Through collaboration, the Tourism Development Committee can work towards a 
cohesive reputation and brand recognition. Various policies and strategies can be developed 
with this objective. This cohesiveness and strategies will allow Fort St. James to better 
position itself from an International Market to the Regional market. Focus should be on the 
fact that in all four seasons, Fort St. James can offer an unforgettable experience. 
8. STAY UP TO DATE WITH SOCIAL MEDIA, TECHNOLOGY AND EMERGING FORMS OF 
MARKETING 
It will be imperative to stay current with the changes within new forms of marketing 
and technology. Fort St. James must position itself to be a leader in innovative and proactive 
marketing techniques. As with everything, there are current fads in marketing. The Tourism 
Development Committee must be continually scanning these fads and determining the best fit 
for the community. Part of this should be the participation in social media, and the creation of 
websites, and internet strategy for the community. 
Implementation Plan 
To assist in these recommendations a foundational implementation plan has been 
developed. Based on the findings and research, recommendations to create this foundation 
have been divided into five main categories: Organizational, Branding and Community 
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Profile, Marketing Options, Community Development Initiatives and Downtown 
Revitalization. 
0RGANIZA TIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS 
Creation of tourism within the community cannot be created in isolation, it has to be 
supported by the community. By creating a strong foundation and proper infrastructure, Fort 
St. James can continue to grow its plan and implement the above recommendations and 
implementation plan. The organization recommendations will ensure engagement and 
sustainability of the marketing plan. There is statistical evidence that visitors love historic 
sites; therefore, Fort St. James must establish the required partnerships to adequately promote 
the community. This will be beneficial to the community, the Historic Site and the First 
Nation communities. 
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Organizational Recommendations #1 
RECOMMENDATION 
Develop a Tourism Development Committee 
DESCRIPTION 
Develop a Tourism Development Committee made up of the major players that are focused 
on trying to attract and retain visitors within Fort St. James. This committee will ensure that 
all aspects of the following strategy are considered and become a living document that 
changes, evolves and continues to strategize ways to increase tourism within the community. 
This includes ways to apply for and utilize funding. 
It is not recommended at this time to become a separate entity or a not for profit. The 
committee should be a planning committee for the District of Fort St. James. All participants 
on this committee are people who believe, live and communicate that Fort St. James is a 
"Great Place to Be" . This committee will be made up of volunteers and must participate in 
75 % of the meetings or relinquish their position. 
This committee will also review the following recommendations, source funding and 
determine the implementation timeframe. 
IMPLEMENTATION 
Initiated by a partnership between the District of Fort St. James, Chamber of Commerce and 
the Historic Park but the committee structure will be determined by the committee itself. 
VALUE 
Success of the following 23 recommendations in the implementation plan, hinges on the 
development of a committee composing of volunteers who are involved in tourism within 
Fort St. James. This will provide for an increase in communication and innovative ideas 
amongst the interested parties . 
DELIVERABLES 
To establish and hold the first committee meeting by May 2010 
COSTS/FUNDING SOURCES 
N/A 
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Organizational Recommendations #2 
RECOMMENDATION 
Develop bi-annual Tourism "interagency" meetings 
DESCRIPTION 
Develop bi-annual Tourism "interagency" meetings to ensure that businesses, service groups 
and event coordinators are able to discuss their own marketing strategies. This will also 
enable the group to provide examples of successes and areas in which they may have been 
discouraged. 
Overall objective is: 
• to ensure these groups understand the Tourism Committees goals and objectives 
• align their own programs to partner or support each other. 
• allow the committee to provide these groups with additional support. 
IMPLEMENTATION 
Initiated by the Tourism Development Committee. 
VALUE 
This will provide for an increase in communication and innovative ideas amongst the 
services and groups that are engaged in tourism, as well as ensure that everyone is marketing 
the same messages about Fort St. James. 
DELIVER ABLES 
To meet bi-annually (April/October), chaired by the Tourism Development Committee. 
COSTS/ FUNDING SOURCES 
Minimal I NIA 
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Organizational Recommendations #3 
RECOMMENDATION 
Develop stronger connections between Visitor Information Centres 
DESCRIPTION 
Develop partnerships between Visitor Information Centres, starting in the North to ensure 
Fort St. James is adequately portrayed and promoted. The Manager of the Chamber of 
Commerce is responsible for managing the Visitor Information Centre and would take the 
lead in this recommendation but would require support from the Tourism Committee and the 
community. 
IMPLEMENTATION 
Initiated by the Chamber of Commerce, Visitor Information Centre. 
VALUE 
This partnership will ensure that other Visitor Information Centres are promoting Fort St. 
James and have the current list of "what's going on in the community". 
DELIVERABLES 
The manager of the Chamber of Commerce, with a member of the Tourism Development 
Committee will meet with the surrounding Centres (day trips only), introducing the VIC to 
the community of Fort St. James and providing them with the promotional materials for this 
summer. 
COSTS/FUNDING SOURCES 
Travel Costs/ to be determined 
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Organizational Recommendations #4 
RECOMMENDATION #4 
Provide and maintain an up-to-date Fort St. James District Website. 
DESCRIPTION 
Provide and maintain an up-to-date Fort St. James District Website. Support local businesses 
and organizations in their design of their business/organization profiles, which will be 
uploaded onto the site. 
IMPLEMENTATION 
District of Fort St. James will require a part time position that is responsible for managing the 
website, and providing support. 
District of Fort St. James, Chamber of Commerce, and College of New Caledonia will 
provide information or a workshop on how to develop a business/organization portfolio to be 
uploaded on the District website. 
The website must contain pdf version of any tourist-like documents (Brochure, Business 
Directory), an easy to use trip planner to the area and a request for information form. This 
form will allow us to personally contact individuals interested in Fort St. James. 
VALUE 
The Internet is the most widely used form of media to plan vacations and activities as 
indicated within the research. To have an easy to use, informative website that does not deter 
users is extremely important for the marketing of Fort St. James. 
DELIVERABLES 
Not applicable at this time, will be dependent on the funding to hire a part-time position. 
COSTS/FUNDING SOURCES 
$20,000.00 (Part-time position/workshop) 
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Organizational Recommendation #S 
RECOMMENDATION 
Locate, map and list all areas in which Fort St. James has any current marketing, e.g., boards, 
signs, and websites. 
DESCRIPTION 
Locate, map, and list all areas in which Fort St. James has any current marketing to ensure 
that all locations have an up to date and fresh approach. 
IMPLEMENTATION 
The Tourism Development Committee will gather this information. 
VALUE 
This will allow the committee and other groups to survey to determine if those marketing 
boards, signs and websites are delivering a consistent message and effective in attracting 
visitors. 
DELIVERABLES 
To have a list and map the locations of the current marketing platforms used by the 
community (billboards, signs, websites) by June 2010. 
COSTS/FUNDING SOURCES 
Minimal 
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Organizational Recommendation #6 
RECOMMENDATION 
Gather Community Statistics on Visitors 
DESCRIPTION 
Gather statistics on visitors via through surveys, postal code tracking or other. 
IMPLEMENTATION 
The Tourism Development Committee will determine the best way to gather this information 
and develop a strategy to ensure accurate results that can be easily gathered and analyzed. 
VALUE 
This will allow the committee and the community to determine if the marketing tools used 
are useful or inefficient. 
DELIVERABLES 
Determine what the committee deems as important to survey and develop a survey to be used 
throughout June-Sept. 
COSTS/FUNDING SOURCES 
Minimal/N/ A 
APPLICABLE RESOURCES 
Understanding Your Visitors: A Manual to Collect and Use Research in Tourism 
Development Decisions, by Carolyn Mead located at http://www.trip-project.ca 
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BRANDING AND COMMUNITY PROFILING/MARKETING OPTIONS 
Branding and Community Profiling will ensure Fort St. James is showcased 
continuously and consistently with the "Fort St. James: a Great Place to Be" message. As 
noted within the research, many of the events and facilities do engage in marketing; however, 
there are many ways to improve the marketing and continual grow from experience. These 
events and facilities need the support of the Tourism Development Committee to market 
themselves in a cohesive manner. 
In addition to attracting visitors, Fort St. James must continue to build the pride of the 
community and explore marketing options. The local residents have a vast amount of power 
with their word of mouth; Fort St. James residents need to ensure they have a reason to be 
enthusiastic about their community. In order to accomplish this Fort St. James needs to tell 
the outside world: Why it is different from other communities, why is it worth taking a 45-
minute drive off the main highway? What are Fort St. James greatest assets and strengths? 
Aside from the beauty, visitors want to know what they can see and do, they want activities 
and experiences. It is about listening to find out what to market and how to market it. Once 
these are answered, Fort St. James must build its promotion around why it is different and 
then the additional experiences that the community can offer. 
Social Media options are a low cost marketing option. Fort St. James must ensure that 
the relevant marketing materials are on the local website, with downloadable brochures, and 
a request for information form. The community must also support local businesses to ensure 
they adequately are able to promote the community in this medium. 
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Branding initiatives and Community Profile Recommendations #1 
RECOMMENDATION 
Ensure the Community Profile is kept up-to-date. 
DESCRIPTION 
Ensure an up-to-date community profile is available on the District website in a 
downloadable format and available in hard copy at the District and the Visitor Information 
Centre. 
IMPLEMENTATION 
District of Fort St. James will require a part-time position or contract that is responsible for 
updated the community profile. 
VALUE 
An up-to-date community profile on the website will provide potential investors and those 
looking to move to the area with up-to-date information. 
DELIVER ABLES 
An up-to-date community profile should be developed upon completion of the Downtown 
Revitalization projects on the facade in October 2010. 
COSTS/FUNDING SOURCES 
$5 ,000- $10,000.00 (Temporary position) 
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Branding Initiatives and Community Profile Recommendations #2 
RECOMMENDATION 
Ensure the Tourism Booklet is kept up-to-date. 
DESCRIPTION 
Ensure an up-to-date Tourism Booklet is available in Visitor Information Centres, available 
on the Go BC website, and in PDF version on the District website. 
IMPLEMENTATION 
District of Fort St. James will be required to seek ongoing funding to update the tourism 
booklet. Chamber of Commerce will ensure that the booklet is applicable Visitor Information 
Centres. 
The Chamber of Commerce will ensure the booklet is located within the entry ports of our 
province via plane, train, boat or car. 
VALUE 
Similar to a community profile, visitors and investors are looking for the most current 
information on a location. It will also provide those planning a visit to the area with the 
feeling that Fort St. James is fresh and new. 
DELIVERABLES 
The Tourism Booklet should be updated immediately prior to the summer season (June 
2010). 
COSTS/FUNDING SOURCES 
$10,000.00 
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Branding Initiatives and Community Profile Recommendations #3 
RECOMMENDATION 
Creation of a user-friendly map for Tourists 
DESCRIPTION 
Creation of a user-friendly map for Tourists, which locates the other historical sites and 
activities within the area. This map should also encompass any other initiatives such as 
driving or walking tours. 
IMPLEMENTATION 
Chamber of Commerce/District of Fort St. James will contract a company to produce a map 
of the area. 
VALUE 
An user-friendly map will provide visitors and locals with a tool to explore other areas within 
Fort St. James. 
DELIVERABLES 
Discussions about the map and possible funding sources should be considered immediately. 
COSTS/FUNDING SOURCES 
$5,000 
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Branding Initiatives and Community Profile Recommendations #4 
RECOMMENDATION 
Creation of a Business Directory 
DESCRIPTION 
Creation of a Business Directory will allow visitors to utilize this information and analyze 
potential areas of potential investment. 
IMPLEMENTATION 
District of Fort St. James will require a part-time position that is responsible for updated the 
community profile. 
VALUE 
A business directory can provide visitors with a tool to analyze and determine potential 
investments within the area. 
DELIVERABLES 
Discussion and possible funding options should be considered immediately. 
COSTS/FUNDING SOURCES 
$10,000.00 
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Branding initiatives and Community Profile Recommendations #5 
RECOMMENDATION 
Implement way-finding signs for community services and historical sites. 
DESCRIPTION 
Implement way-finding signs for community services and historical sites. These signs must 
support our new brand and downtown image. This will require a unified approach to the 
signs, instead of having multiple signs Fort St. James should examine the use of one sign to 
list the various attractions and sites. If the object is to present an unified front, the signage 
should also support this. 
This initiative will also look at the way these signs "connect the dots" to the listed attractions 
or sites. 
IMPLEMENTATION 
The Tourism Development Committee will work with the District, Downtown Revitalization 
Committee, Highways and other stakeholders to determine where the signs should be placed. 
VALUE 
A cohesive way finding system which reflects our community will allow visitors to move 
from one area of town/or historic site to another. 
DELIVERABLES 
Discussion and possible funding options should be considered immediately. Discussions with 
Mr. Inwood, who is charged with the design of the downtown facade may provide ideas. 
COSTS/FUNDING SOURCES 
Will be determined on the decisions made within the committee. 
APPLICABLE RESOURCES 
Welcome! A Manual to enhance community signage and visitor experience, by Nicole 
Vaugeois and Chrystal Stone available at www.trip-project.ca. 
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Branding Initiatives and Community Profile Recommendations #6 
RECOMMENDATION 
Engage the Community in an event that enables them to express what Fort St. James means 
to them. 
DESCRIPTION 
Engage the Community in an event that designs some feature within town such as pole 
banners, fence posts, fire hydrants. This could also be through written storytelling or video. 
"What does Fort St. James mean to them?" 
This will provide visitors a sense that Fort St. James 1s real, with a "real" collective 
community. 
Rules and Prizes must be determined by the Tourism Development Committee. 
IMPLEMENTATION 
Will be determined. 
VALUE 
As mentioned, the community must take ownership of this tourism strategy. It is imperative 
to engage the community in events that strengthens their pride. 
DELIVERABLES 
The Tourism Development Committee should discuss possibilities and brainstorm event 
ideas immediately. 
COSTS/FUNDING SOURCES 
Will be determined on the decisions made within the committee 
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Marketing Options #1 
RECOMMENDATION 
Identify a list of trade shows and low cost marketing options that the Community of Fort St. 
James can capitalize upon. 
DESCRIPTION 
Identify a list of trade shows and low cost marketing options that the Community of Fort St. 
James can capitalize upon. Once the list is compiled the members of the Tourism 
Development Committee can "divide and conquer" as many events as possible. 
The committee will ensure that an up-to-date "show and tell" marketing kit accompany the 
group who is going to the trade show. This kit will encompass a gathering of Fort St. James 
first class marketing brochures. 
IMPLEMENTATION 
The Tourism Development Committee will work with the District, Downtown Revitalization 
Committee, Chamber of Commerce, Businesses, College of New Caledonia and the Historic 
Site. 
VALUE 
Together as a committee, we can ensure that someone is representing Fort St. James in as 
many places as possible with the same message. 
DELIVERABLES 
The committee can obtain a list of trades shows and events and begin strategizing 
immediately. 
COSTS/FUNDING SOURCES 
Travel and trade show costs. 
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Marketing Options #2 
RECOMMENDATION 
Research and develop a Social Media strategy for promoting Fort St. James 
DESCRIPTION 
Research and develop a Social Media strategy for promoting Fort St. James. It is imperative 
to establish a strong internet presence, benefiting both tourism and economic development. 
IMPLEMENTATION 
The Tourism Development Committee will work with the District, Chamber of Commerce, 
Businesses, and the Historic Site. 
VALUE 
The Internet and Social media tools are a critical piece in marketing communities. The social 
media keeps individuals with up-to-date promotions and activities. These can include but are 
not limited to: Facebook, twitter, newsletters, discussion groups, blogs, and wikis. 
DELIVERABLES 
To develop and begin implementing a strategy by June 2010. Part of this strategy may have 
to be done voluntarily until funding sources are researched and applied for. 
COSTS/FUNDING SOURCES 
Part-time position ($20,000) 
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Marketing Options #3 
RECOMMENDATION 
Develop a trip-planning toolkit available via Internet and in hard copy. 
DESCRIPTION 
Develop a trip-planning toolkit available via Internet and in hard copy. As noted, the majority 
of trip planning utilizes the Internet to make vacation planning, destination choices and 
bookings. Fort St. James must develop a tool to make that process as simple as possible. This 
could also include sample multi-day itineraries. 
IMPLEMENTATION 
The Tourism Development Committee will work with the District, Chamber of Commerce, 
Businesses, Local Amenities, and the Historic Site. 
VALUE 
The creation of this tool kit, allows Fort St. James to provide visitors with an easy to use 
guide in developing their vacation. If individuals are already using the internet to plan their 
trip destination, then let us make it easier. 
DELIVERABLES 
The Tourism Development Committee should discuss possibilities and brainstorm event 
ideas immediately. 
COSTS/FUNDING SOURCES 
Will be determined on the decisions made within the committee. 
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Marketing Options #4 
RECOMMENDATION 
Development of a Fort St. James Activities and Events Calendar. 
DESCRIPTION 
Development of a Fort St. James Activities and Events Calendar. This would be developed 
bi-annually listing all events and activities for that time period. This would be placed on the 
community website in a downloadable pdf version. 
IMPLEMENTATION 
The lead will be determined but it will be a collaboration of the Tourism Development 
Committee, District, Event Organizers, Sport Associations, Chamber of Commerce, 
Businesses, College of New Caledonia and the Historic Site. 
VALUE 
The creation of the activities and events calendar will be useful to bring to events such as 
trade shows, surrounding visitor information centres, and be available online in a pdf format. 
The pdf version will allow vacationers to utilize the calendar of events and activities to make 
decision about their vacation dates. 
DELIVERABLES 
The Tourism Development Committee should discuss possibilities and brainstorm event 
ideas immediately. 
COSTS/FUNDING SOURCES 
Will be determined on the decisions made within the committee. 
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Marketing Options #S 
RECOMMENDATION 
Creation of a "Stay and Play" Package. 
DESCRIPTION 
Creation of a "Stay and Play" Package. This would include partnership between community 
members that offer services, dining and accommodation. 
IMPLEMENTATION 
The lead will be determined but it will be a collaboration of the Tourism Development 
Committee, District, Chamber of Commerce, Businesses, and the Historic Site. 
VALUE 
The creation of the Stay and Play package will draw in tourists that do not want to put much 
planning into their trip. The value to the community is that they would be staying in Fort St. 
James instead of leaving to another destination, which benefits the community economically. 
DELIVERABLES 
The Tourism Development Committee should discuss possibilities and brainstorm packages 
immediately. 
COSTS/FUNDING SOURCES 
Will be determined on the decisions made within the committee. 
APPLICABLE RESOURCES 
Partnering to create innovative tourism products: Packaging "unwrapped" by Reiko Allen 
located at http://www.trip-project.ca 
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COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT 
Community Development is also important, once you build your community around 
the experiences. Tourists will judge a community by first impressions. In addition to the 
visual and experiential recommendations, there needs to be continual support for the local 
businesses to ensure there is quality service. Although this marketing strategy is about laying 
a foundation, some initiatives can begin to be implemented. Many of the initiatives outlined 
in the recommendations are based on discussions within the community and ideas that 
already exist. The Rotary and Chamber have been discussing trail systems for years but have 
not yet implemented projects. Various groups have also discussed the walking tour and 
driving tours. These are key projects to provide visitors with a show and tell of why Fort St. 
James is unique. 
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Community Development #1 
RECOMMENDATION 
Develop a three phased walking trail initiative 
DESCRIPTION 
1. Develop a Historical Walking Trail from the Historic Site into the downtown Fort St. 
James area. This trail would exit the Historic Site at the old Church Trail site. The 
trail would be wheelchair accessible. 
2. Develop a walking trail from the Historic Sites lower trail to the Spirit Square 
location. 
3. Develop a walking trail from the Rotary Park across the Stuart River. 
All trails will have historical significance, along with historical placards. 
IMPLEMENTATION 
These trails will require Business owner permission, District of Fort St. James, Chamber of 
Commerce, Historic Site, and College of New Caledonia 
VALUE 
The #1 and #2 trail systems will bring visitors from Historic Sites into the downtown area of 
Fort St. James. #3 trail will expand on the current Rotary Park. 
DELIVERABLES 
The Tourism Development Committee should discuss the potential of the initiatives and 
implementation plan immediately. 
COSTS/FUNDING SOURCES 
Will be determined on the decisions made within the committee. 
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Community Development #2 
RECOMMENDATION 
Research the Development of a Traffic Circle (five corners). 
DESCRIPTION 
Research the Development of a Traffic Circle at (five comers). This idea will be brought up 
with Mr Inwood, and discussed with the community to determine whether appropriate. 
IMPLEMENTATION 
Tourism Development Committee in partnership with the Downtown Revitalization 
Committee and the Chamber of Commerce will continue to research this recommendation. 
VALUE 
The traffic circle would cut down on the confusion at Five Corners. 
DELIVERABLES 
The Tourism Development Committee should continue to research this development. 
COSTS/FUNDING SOURCES 
Will be determined on the decisions made within the committee. 
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Community Development #3 
RECOMMENDATION 
Develop a Driving Tour. 
DESCRIPTION 
Develop a Driving Tour from the Historic Site into the Stones Bay area. This driving tour 
will be placed into a map and allow visitors to engage in the other historical sites around the 
community. 
IMPLEMENTATION 
Tourism Development Committee, Historic Site, District of Fort St. James, Chamber of 
Commerce will all play various roles within the development and promotion of the driving 
tour. 
VALUE 
The Driving Tour will be a tool to draw visitors from the South side of the lake to the North 
side. 
DELIVERABLES 
Develop the route and site objectives by no later than Sept 2010. 
COSTS/FUNDING SOURCES 
Will be determined on the decisions made within the committee. 
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Community Development #4 
RECOMMENDATION 
Development of a Historical Walking Tour 
DESCRIPTION 
Develop a Historical Walking Tour from the Historic Site into the downtown area to the Sites 
on the North side of Stuart Lake. This walking tour will be mapped and allow visitors to 
engage in the other historical sites around the community. Plaques will also support the 
walking tour. 
IMPLEMENTATION 
Tourism Development Committee, Historic Site, District of Fort St. James, Chamber of 
Commerce will all play various roles within the development and promotion of the walking 
tour. 
VALUE 
This historical walking tour will support the downtown by drawing visitors through the 
downtown to the various historical sites and plaques. 
DELIVERABLES 
The Tourism Development Committee should continue to research this development. 
COSTS/FUNDING COSTS 
Will be determined on the decisions made within the committee. 
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DOWNTOWN REVITALIZATION 
Downtown Revitalization committee has hired Robert Inwood to assist in the design 
plans for the Fort St. James downtown revitalization. As mentioned, Robert Inwood was also 
the designer that assisted in the downtown revitalization in both Smithers and Nelson. There 
is evidence that although both communities have not formalized a marketing strategy the 
downtown revitalization provided a platform to make that lasting impression on visitors. This 
marketing strategy will work alongside of Mr. Inwood's design process to market our "new 
image". The strategy will also continue and build upon Mr. Inwood's design to ensure the 
town continues to evolve the image of its downtown. 
Many elements make up a communities identity, first impressions, scenery, shops, 
amenities, community parks, and gathering places. What Fort St. James needs is to create its 
own sense of place, and unique identity which will create that emotional connection, 
memories, and a place where people want to move to or visit over and over again. For the 
success of the community, it begins with this strategy, which will create partnerships and the 
foundation that will assist Fort St. James to continue to grow and flourish. For the purpose of 
this project, attached are foundational recommendations to initiate a marketing strategy. 
However, these recommendations are those of the writers, once the Tourism Development 
Committee is formed, these may need to be revisited, deleted and prioritized. It should be 
noted that aside from the Organizational Recommendations, funding and timelines are not 
necessarily included. This is due to the committee's need to prioritize the action items. 
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Downtown Revitalization #1 
RECOMMENDATION 
Investigate making downtown a wireless internet access zone. 
DESCRIPTION 
Investigate making downtown a wireless internet access zone. Although visitors are on 
vacation, connection to cell service and Internet are still a commodity that many are not 
willing to relinquish while on vacation. 
IMPLEMENTATION 
Tourism Development Committee will research and engage the appropriate partners that 
should be involved within this initiative. 
VALUE 
This is an attraction to visitors that will bring them into the downtown core of Fort St. James. 
DELIVERABLES 
The Tourism Development Committee should continue to research this development. 
COSTS/FUNDING SOURCES 
To be determined, cost will vary dependent on the Internet provider and installation of WIFI. 
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Downtown Revitalization #2 
RECOMMENDATION 
Streetscape/beautification enhancements. 
DESCRIPTION 
The downtown revitalization will enable the businesses to improve their facade; however, 
continual streetscape and beautification enhancements must be considered. 
IMPLEMENTATION 
Tourism Development Committee in partnerships with the District, Downtown Revitalization 
Committee, Chamber of Commerce and Highways will continue to research this 
recommendation. 
VALUE 
This initiative will beatify the downtown and build on the downtown revitalization making a 
lasting impression on visitors. 
DELIVERABLES 
Discussion and possible funding options should be considered immediately. Discussions with 
Mr. Inwood, who is charged with the design of the downtown facade may provide ideas. 
COSTS/FUNDING SOURCES 
Will be determined on the decisions made within the community. 
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Downtown Revitalization #3 
RECOMMENDATION 
Develop a Gateway into Downtown. 
DESCRIPTION 
Develop a Gateway into the community. Several considerations must be analyzed prior to 
development of the gateway. They are as follows: Location, maintenance, design and 
funding. 
IMPLEMENTATION 
Tourism Development Committee will continue to research this recommendation m 
partnership with the Downtown Revitalization Committee. 
VALUE 
This initiative will beautify the community and build on the downtown revitalization. 
DELIVERABLES 
Discussion and possible funding options should be considered immediately. Discussions with 
Mr. Inwood, who is charged with the design of the downtown facade may provide ideas. 
COSTS/FUNDING SOURCES 
Estimated 100,000.00 dependent on the design. 
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Appendix I - Comparison of Trip Motivators for US and Canadian 
Travellers to B.C. 
Activity US Travelers Canadian Travelers 
Demographics 45 years of age or older 18-24 or over 64 years of age 
Married Married 
Without dependent Children Without dependent Children 
Cultural and Entertainment Activities Pursued (Top Two) 
Shopping and Dining 89.1 % 90.2% 
Visiting a Historic Site 78.2% 71.1 % 
Outdoor Activities pursued while on trips (relevant to Fort St. James) 
Wildlife Viewing 63.4% 54.3% 
Hiking, Climbing, Paddling 42% 45.4% 
Boating, Swimming 27.1% 51.8% 
Fishing 22.5% 24.2% 
Golfing 18.3% 28.4% 
Downhill Ski and Boarding 17% 25% 
Snowmobiling, ATVing 12% 14.3% 
Hunting 6.0% 3.7% 
Accommodation stayed while on Trips (Top Two) 
Seaside Resort 32.5% 
Campground 25.3% 35.3% 
Lakeside Resort 29.3% 
Benefits sought while on Vacation (Top Three) 
Break from day to day 63% 69% 
environment 
Relax and Relieve Stress 62% 64% 
Create Lasting Memories 59% 59% 
Other Attributes considered important (Top Three) 
Safety 66% 66% 
Lots of things to see and do 49% 41 % 
No health concerns at the 39% 47% 
destination 
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Appendix II- 2000, 2002, and 2005 Historic Site Visitor Surveys 
WHERE ARE THE VISITORS FROM? 
2000 2002 2005 Percentage Change 
(2000-2005) 
Canada 4 I % 38% 52% +21.15% 
United States 13% 22% 11 % -15.4% 
Germany 20% I 8% 15.5% -22.5% 
United Kingdom 7% 2% 1.2% -82.9% 
France 4% I % nla -100% 
Holland 5% 3% 1.5% -80% 
Other Europe 8% II % I0.3% +22.3% 
Other 3% 6% 8.4% +64.3% 
Source: 2000, 2002, and 2005 Historic Site Visitor Surveys 
WHERE ARE TflE VISITORS FROM W!Tfl/N CANADA? 
2000 2002 2005 
British Columbia 7 I % 73% 64% 
Alberta I9% 10% *note the remainder of 
provinces were grouped 
in this survey as 36% 
Saskatchewan 3% 0% 
Manitoba 0% 2% 
Ontario 7% 10% 
Quebec 1% 0% 
Nova Scotia 0% 5% 
Other 0% 0% 
Source: 2000, 2002, and 2005 Historic Site Visitor Surveys 
How DID THESE VISITORS FIND OUT ABOUT THE HISTORIC SITE? 
1994 2000 2002 
Internet 2% 3% 
Travel Agent 5% 5% 
Travel Info Centre 12% 13% 9% 
Road Sign 10% 15% I2% 
BC Vacation Guide 20% 2I % 
Friends and Family 29% 2 1% 25 % 
Other Travel Guide 30% 25 % 
Other 10% II % 
Already Knew 17% 10% 
Source: 2000, 2002, and 2005 Htstonc Stte Vtsttor Surveys 
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Appendix III - Local Amenities and Events (current promotion and 
advertisement) 
Murray RidlJe 
Events Type/Location of Advertisement Out of Town Estimation of 
Participation total 
participation 
Murray Ridge Ski Hill • Website: www.murrayridge.com Very little N/A 
Events include: • Facebook from 
• Sponsors • Local Signs: Advertisement within Vanderhoof 
• Rail Jam town, signage up to the ski hill 
• Slush Cup/Bathtub Races • Posters: In town 
Golf Course 
Events Type/Location of Advertisement Out of Town Estimation of 
Participation total 
participation 
Stuart Lake Golf Course • Website: httg://stuartnechako.calfort- Very few Ranges 
Events include: st-james/visitors/golfing I come up from depending on 
• Opening Tournament • Local Signs: Advertisement within Vanderhoof the 
• Closing Tournament town for Tournament. 
• Mr. & Mrs. • Posters: In town Tournaments 
• Golf for the Cure 
• Ladies Tournament 
• Mens Tournament 
Festivals and Events 
Events Type/Location of Advertisement Out of Town Estimation of 
Participation total 
participation 
Cottonwood • Website: www.cottonmusicfestival.com Approximately 70 800-1000 
Music Festival • Facebook - 80% are from participants 
• Posters: South to Quesnel , far as Smithers and far out of town each 
as McBride year 
• Newspaper: Prince George Citizen, Caledonia 
Courier, Omineca Express, 101 things to do in 
Stuart Nechako, 
• Magazines: RV Times magazine 
• Radio: CBC Radio, Wolf in Prince George 
• Billboards: Junction Hwy 27 
Music on the • Website: coming N/A N/A 
Mountain (new • Facebook 
- coming • Posters: In town, South to Williams Lake, West 
August 2010) to Prince Rupert and East to Edmonton, North to 
Yukon 
• Newspaper: Prince George Citizen 
Caledonia Courier, Omineca Express 
• Magazines: BC Musicians Magazine 
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• Radio: CKUA Edmonton, CBC Radio, 94X 
• Television: PGTV 
• Billboard: Hwy 27 Junction 
• Word of Mouth at other music festival 
• Link Sharing- on website 
Children's *Currently, festival is for in-town residents not for N/A 400 
Festival families out of town participants 
• District Sign Board 125 Children 
• Posters: In town under age 6 
• School newsletters 235 family 
• Pamphlets downtown members 
40 volunteers 
Canada Day • Website: www.stuartnechako.ca/fort-st-james Not Surveyed Unknown 
Celebrations • Posters: In town 
• Newspaper: Caledonia Courier 
Stuart Lake • Website: Advertised on the District of Fort St. Around40% 2009-532 
Fishing Derby James site 2008-411 
• Poster: In town, sent out to all chamber of 2007-505 
commerce in BC 2006-400 
• Tickets sold out of town at Omineca Source for 2005-369 
Sports in Vanderhoof and Northern Troutfitters 
(Prince George) 
• Newspaper: Caledonia Courier, Omineca 
Express, 101 things to do in Stuart Nechako 
• Radio: 94X (Prince George) , The Wolf 
(Vanderhoof) 
• Billboard: Hwy 27 Junction, and prior to entering 
Vanderhoof 
• Local Signs 
Summer Ghost Website: N/A N/A N/A 
Walk Poster: In town 
( Friends of 
Historic Park) 
Community Posters: In town N/A 50-75 per 
Arts Council event 
(Concerts) 
Music Makers Posters: In town N/A 50 -75 per 
Theatre Group evening 
Thunder on Ice Currently Thunder on Ice is not being held 
Caledonia • Website: httQ://caledoniaclassic.fsjames.com/ 
Classic Dog • Has a link to the www.fsjames.com site but not 
Sled race the District website. 
• Local Signs -Advertisement within town, Banner 
within town 
• As this race is one of the Quest qualifiers, the 
Internet has many links to the event. 
• Sled Dog Central Website 
http://www.sleddogcentral.com/racelinks.htm 
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Appendix IV- SWOT of Fort St. James 
Strengths 
Quality of Life 
Low-Medium 
Living 
Cost of 
Natural Surrounding Beauty 
An "Appropriate" level of 
supporting infrastructure 
Outdoor 
Activities 
Recreational 
Rich History throughout 
entire community 
National Historical Site 
Cultural Events 
Winter Sports Facilities 
Partnership of the Chamber 
of Commerce and the 
District of Fort St. James 
Sense of Community 
Downtown = waterfront 
location 
Mining 
Active Farmers Market 
Rich First Nation History 
Weaknesses Opportunities Threats 
Lack of Infrastructure and Growth within the Economic uncertainties 
Support for Tourism 
Lack of Community Profile 
Economic Development is 
underfunded 
Lack of Internet capabilities 
to support the community 
and businesses 
Deteriorating Downtown 
Image - Boarded up 
Buildings 
Lack of business amenities-
convention centers, meeting 
facilities 
Lack of Parking, Retail and 
Dining Facilities 
Lack of Transportation - no 
taxi or bus service in town. 
Lack of Nightlife 
Lack of partnership between 
the Historic Site and the 
community with regards to 
marketing planning 
Skilled Labour Force 
availability 
No recreational centre -
community 
Marketing externally and 
internationally 
Appropriate use of the 
Downtown Revitalization 
Grant (1.4 million) 
Improvements 
downtown 
to the 
Accommodation of a wider 
range of business and leisure 
opportunities 
Community Center plans 
Focus on small businesses 
Unique Niche Shopping 
Pathways for walking and 
cycling 
Increased Historical 
awareness and pride 
Increased partnership on 
events 
Increased partnership with 
activities 
Increased social and cultural 
activities 
swimming pool More touri sm marketing 
Planning and design policies Retention of residents 
Safety -
intoxicated 
downtown 
concerns of 
individuals 
Poor development control 
and property policies and 
standards 
Pine Beetle devastation 
Business Mix 
Tax dollars staying within 
the community 
Increased occupancy rates 
Increased job opportunities 
within the tourism industry 
Increased sales within the 
community/increased value 
of businesses 
Lack of higher 
accommodation 
end Nature Based, adventure, 
ecotourism. 
Ecotourism insurance to Increased aboriginal tourism 
high for local businesses 
Lack of collaboration 
between First Nation 
communities and FSJ 
Funding Cuts 
Labour supply 
Local Business may not be 
in support of the downtown 
revitalization 
Lack of policies around 
businesses fac;:ade 
Continual business closures 
Environmental impact of 
tourist/recreational activities 
Terrorism such as 9/11 
impacting tourism 
Disease impacting terrorism 
e.g. SARS, Swine Flu 
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